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Chetan Giridhar’s Introduction 
 
 
Chetan Jayant Giridhar 
cjgiridhar@gmail.com 
 
I’m Chetan Giridhar, having around six years of experience in software services, product 
research and development organizations including McAfee Software Pvt Ltd (Sr. Engineer), 
Wipro Technologies (Project Engineer) and Bhabha Atomic Research Center (trainee 
engineer). I am currently working as Member of Technical Staff (Lead Engineer) at NetApp, 
Bangalore, India. My experience with motley of businesses helped me understand the 
product research, outsourcing model of IT industry and inclusiveness of product 
development.  
 
 
Books - Authored and Reviewed 
I’m co-authoring a book on ‘Design Patterns in Python’ to help Python developers 
understanding design patterns and leveraging the power of object oriented principles in 
Python for developing applications. Version 0.1 of the book has been released that cover 
some important design patterns.  
 
I am also associated with Packt Publishing House as technical reviewer and have reviewed 
‘Python Testing Cookbook’ – a book that discusses about Python tools that can be used for 
automated testing in Python. My role as a reviewer is to improve the overall quality of book 
content by suggestions revolving around topics that can be added, user experience, and 
content flow. 
 
 
Articles  
I express my thoughts on software processes, software development & automation practices, 
development tools and software security through articles submitted to magazines including, 
Linux Journal,  AgileRecord, TestingExperience, ThePerlReview , BetterSoftware and on 
my own website TechnoBeans. To name a few articles: 
• ‘Understanding Alternate Data Streams’ – for security research professionals. 
• ‘Applying automation in test driven development’ – for Agile development and 
automation teams. 
• ‘Advocating code review for testers’ – for software development and quality 
assurance teams. 
 
 
Python Talks 
I enjoy delivering talks on ‘Python Programming’ at educational and research institutes 
including ‘Indian Institute of Astrophysics, Bangalore, India’. The objective of my talks is to 
mentor Ph.D. students to understand and apply knowledge of Python in scientific 
applications and software application development.  
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Projects 
I have a sound background of working in programming languages including C/C++ & Java, 
and passionate about development in interpreted languages: Python and Perl. I develop tools 
and automation frameworks in the above mentioned programming languages.  To talk about 
a few tools in Python:  
• ‘PyLibrary’ – project that shares libraries written in Python for working with SQLite 
databases, Virtual Machines, calculate signature and other useful libraries required 
for development. 
• ‘PyRebootOps’ – solves the problem of deleting and moving files locked by 
windows processes over a reboot. 
 
 
Python Community 
I am an active member of python community and have participated in discussions at various 
python forums. I’m part of ‘Small-Project Writers and Technical Editors at python.org’ and 
of ‘BangPypers, Python User Group (Bangalore), India’. I also moderate a group named 
‘Python Devel’ on LinkedIn.com for discussing Python topics, helpful for Python 
developers.   
 
Honours and Awards 
I completed Bachelors’ of Engineering, Electrical Engineering, from University of Mumbai 
with 9th rank holder in the university. While at the university, I was an active member of 
IEEE Students Chapter at University of Mumbai and organized technical workshops and 
programming contests. 
 
As a trainee engineer at Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, I researched on the topic of 
‘Applying vector control on induction motors’. My work there involved development of 
vector control simulation (using Matlab 6.0) to depict the possibility of using vector control 
in induction motor that would be used for getting precision in nuclear waste disposal.  
While working as project engineer with Wipro Technologies, I was awarded with ‘Feather in 
May Cap Award’ for exceptional performance during product release of HP LaserJet multi-
functional peripherals. 
 
For pointing out flaw in the next generation anti-malware product, I was presented with 
McAfee wide ‘Catch of the Month’ award at McAfee Software India Ltd. My product 
understanding and skills of developing test tool in C++, could uncover this defect.  
 
